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Sargodha Cloth Processing Mills
acquires first MS LaRio in Pakistan
Sargodha Cloth Processing Mills
acquires first MS LaRio in Pakistan.
Khalid Aleem from Business Systems
International (BSI) who represents MS
Printing in Pakistan announced the
recent sale at DPS 2017 exhibition.
According to Mr. Khalid Aleem, Director
Business Systems International (BSI), this is
indeed a milestone for Pakistan’s textile
printing industry. The teams of BSI and MS
Italy were able to meet many existing and
future customers at DPS World Exhibition,
which was held at Lahore Expo Centre from
20th to 22nd Oct 2017.
Sargodha Cloth Processing Mills Ltd
based in Faisalabad is first LaRio customer in
Pakistan. This state of the art single pass
machine is provided with 210 heads for an

initial production of 40,000 to 60,000
meters per day. The machine has already
been shipped and is in the process of erection and commissioning with the production
expected to start end of November 2017.
He said, “MS is an Italian company
which provides printing technology for the
textile industry. MS participation at this exhibition shows the future market potential of
digital printing and we already have references in Pakistan.“
“MS LaRio provides greatly reduced production downtime, any size of printing
repeat, an infinite range of colours and last,
but not the least, a very low environmental
impact. I would say that our payback period
is roughly two or maximum three years,”
concluded Mr Khalid Aleem.

Union Group Industries
Union Group Industries has been striving to offer the state of
the art printing solutions for leading textile apparel brands.
According to Mr Ghulam Abbas, CEO, Union Group Industries,
“Union Group launched first-ever digital textile ink for EPSON and
Kyocera print heads in association with renowned EPTA inks from Italy.”
He added, “We have finally started to bridge the screen and digital
printing applications with newest Hybrid MHM 1Q digital screen printing
machine from Austria.”
At DPS World 2017, Union Group Industries launched EPTA digital
inks for the first time in Pakistan.
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Mr. Muhammad Amjad Javed, Director, Al-Hamra
Fabrics Pvt. Ltd. with Mr. Khalid Aleem of BSI.

The LaRio is like two machines in one.
The quality is the same no matter what
speed you print. The LaRio has a maximum
of 75 meters (246 feet). And with the LaRio
the heads are stable, the alignment is fixed;
with other types of printing, it can be hard to
print on the same spot.

